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Abstract

Just note about how to cook hog-slop mix and after simmered then
store in Tupperware container in refrigerator.
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1 Foods

Show within fig 1 is the low-heat cooked meal mix that consists of:

1. Extra virgin olive oil (small amount as pan starter for heating); (begin
heating the pot on low-medium heat)

2. Tomatoes sliced and diced (tomatoes have to be simmered to be effec-
tive);
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Figure 1: The Hog-Slop Mixture

3. Garlic cloves cut up;

4. olives (chopped up);

5. cut green beans (chopped up)

6. Jalapeo peppers (chopped up);

7. Ginger root;

8. Mushrooms (use better quality like p o r t o b e l l o m u s h r o o m);

9. Black and red beans (cook in separate container and follow bean cook-
ing directions);

10. Brown rice (cook in separate container following rice cooking direc-
tions);

11. Red bell pepper;

12. Red onions; and
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13. Spices—ginger, thyme leaves, turmeric, crushed red pepper, ground
peppercorns (black) pepper.

2 Final Cook and Packaging

The completed mix is simmered for about one hour after mixing then it is
time for packaging the individual serving meal packages. Food Saver bags are
made from 8-inch Food Saver roll stock. See Fig. 2 for photo of one frozen
Hog-Slop meal.

Figure 2: One meal size serving vacuum packaged and frozen

This is the mixture, low heated, mixed, and placed in freezer for multiple
days future meals.

Prep Note: Seems the amount of rice used in mix seems to control how
much water is in the completed mix; for example, more rice it seems like
more liquids are absorbed into the rice.

You can vary the ingredients to suite your taste and how spicy the mix
turns out. Spices are good. Making one big pot of mix will last about one
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or more weeks with two people having one to two helpings per day.

3 Reheating

I take the Hog-slop of Food Saver sealed bag once defrosted and place in
microwave safe bowl. Microwave the meal size Hog-Slop for one-minute on
high.

Other serving options add some shredded sharp cheddar cheese, a mashed
up baked potato with real butter, or just placed Hog-Slop into a a rolled
Mission Wrap with some shredded cheese.

Seems like extra add spices are not necessary because the amount of
peppers and other spices added already as the mix is created.
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